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About this course…
This course is a step-by-step guide to taking
beautiful photos. It is packed with easy-to-follow
videos that explain and demonstrate how to use
your iPhone/iPad camera.
This course is made for you if you want to learn to
use your camera or significantly upgrade your skills
and abilities.
You will learn how to use your camera to take
photos, portraits, slo-motion, panos, and more. You
will learn all about camera settings for focus and
exposure, High Dynamic Range (HDR) to adjust
light in photos, and finally composition.
In addition to the step-by-step instructions, we offer
inspiring photos to illustrate the tips and
suggestions in the instructional videos.
Finally, BoomerTECH Adventures guides, Jill, Chris,
and Ed are available to answer any of your
questions at ed@boomertechadventures.com.

Getting started…
BoomerTECH Adventures is proud to offer
“Taking Awesome Pictures With Your iPhone/
iPad Camera.”
1. Read through this entire booklet for an
overview of the resources available to you and
our suggestions for best use.
2. The four instructional videos are the primary
content for the course. Watch them first.
3. The articles, cheatsheets, and supplementary
videos support the four instructional videos.
Read and view as needed.
4. For best results, please watch the four
instructional videos in the order listed.
5. Follow the videos with your iPhone/iPad in
hand to try out what the videos demonstrate.
6. There are no tests! No pressure! Just have fun,
enjoy yourself, and experience the
satisfaction of taking photos that you and
others will appreciate.

Why this course? Everyone takes
photos and you want them to be
good ones. It doesn’t take much
learning to move from run-of-themill to spectacular photos. Dazzle
friends & family with your photos!

Video Summaries
VIDEO #1 — CAMERA APP BASICS

VIDEO #3 — USING HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE

In the first video, you’ll learn several ways to
access your camera, the icons on the camera, and
what they stand for. Then you’ll learn about the
different types of photos, videos, and screenshots
you can take. Diving specifically into your
camera you’ll learn all about the various settings,
shutter, and how to access and use QR codes.

What is High Dynamic Range (HDR) and how do
you use it? In this video you’ll learn how your
camera takes three pictures and combines them
into one image with more detail in shadows and
highlights. You will also learn when to use HDR to
shoot in special situations such as sunsets,
landscapes, bright sun, and low-light or when
backlit.

VIDEO #2 — SETTING FOCUS & EXPOSURE
VIDEO #4 — TAKE STUNNING PHOTOS
The second video will show you how to take
better pictures by setting focus and exposure.
Learning how to hold your iPhone/iPad properly
to ensure a steady shot, selecting the focus point
for each picture, adjusting exposure, and using
alternative ways to trip the shutter.

In this last video you will compile your newly
learned skills to take outstanding photos. With
many beautiful photos as examples, you will learn
about new ways to anticipate photos through
techniques such as leading line, Rule of Thirds,
framing, and more. Composition & Perspective!

Course Resources
Videos
Camera App Basics

Supplementary Videos
How to Take Panoramic Videos

Setting Focus & Exposure
Example of Slo-Motion Video #1
Using High Dynamic Range (HDR)
Example of Slo-Motion Video #2
Take Stunning Photos
Articles
Capture Fall's Amazing Colors with
Your iPhone Camera

Camera Cheatsheets
Three Editing Tricks
Stunning Photos

Home for the Holidays—Take Great
Smartphone Photos
Traveling With My iPhone: Lessons
Learned

Use Your Camera Creatively

Wicked Good iPhone
Video Series

What’s next?
You’ve finished this course and you’re ready to learn more about your
iPhone, iPad, or Mac computer. BoomerTECH Adventures has other
courses for your learning enjoyment.
• Fantastic Photo Finishes—Organize & Edit Images With Your iPhone/
iPad Photos App
• Introduction to Mac Basics
• Introduction to iPhone Basics
• Take Fabulous Photos of the Flora & Fauna in Your World

BoomerTECH Adventures’ Signature Course

BOOMERTECH ADVENTURES
BoomerTECH Adventures (BTA) provides expert guidance
and personalized resources for Boomers to develop their
competence and confi dence using Apple devices.
BTA has worked with Boomers (and Seniors) since 2014
providing face-to-face and virtual consulting, courses,
workshops, and many FREE resources, both print and video.
Visit BoomerTECH Adventures
Subscribe to BoomerTech Adventures YouTube Channel
More resources on our Facebook page

